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Taking it to the streets of WCTC
Interactive street scene
trains law enforcement
for real-world scenarios
By Katherine Michalets
Freeman Staff

PEWAUKEE — The complexity of the sounds generated by chaos surrounds you:
yelling, gunshots, stomping,
a helicopter whirling above,
coming closer and then moving further away. All this
noise is a simulation of what
law
enforcement
could
expect should a bar fight get
out of control and is used to
prepare them at Waukesha
County Technical College’s
interactive street scene.
As a reporter I have witnessed several loud and
developing accident or crime
scenes, but those experiences
felt much more under control
than what I was immersed in
Wednesday at WCTC. The
street scene helped me to better understand what law
enforcement must deal with
as they attempt to gain control of a situation, protect
their safety and that of others and make sure they are
responding appropriately to
a situation that hits all your
senses with great force.
The street scene has been a
pet project for Brian Dorow,
dean of Criminal Justice,
Homeland Security and
Counter Terrorism at WCTC,
for the past three years. He
consulted with representatives from Hollywood for its
complex sound system and
its realistic background that
includes a residential street.
Students at WCTC helped to
construct the buildings used
in the training, as well as
other elements.
Dorow said he believed
that training of officers
could be improved and he
wanted WCTC to be known
for having the highest caliber
program.
“It’s not been to the level
that I felt was needed for our
law enforcement community,” Dorow said.
He is unaware of any other
training facility that offers a

If you go
What: Waukesha County
Technical College Firing
Range Open House
When: 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. May 24
Where: 1228 Hickory St.,
Pewaukee
Activities: Tour the firing
range facility, watch target
demonstrations, see the Milo
demonstration in the interactive street scene, learn about
shooting league and classes
Info: 262-691-5027
similar situation to WCTC’s
interactive street scene.
Students can expect to be
trained with robots, new
technology, a variety of lighting variables, more than 600
scenarios and realistic sound
effects.
Photo courtesy of Waukesha County Technical College
The street scene should be
Freeman Managing Editor Katherine Michalets conducts a traffic stop as part of WCTC’s interactive law enforcement training.
fully operational and open to
students in August, although
activities will be held in it
sooner.

Home invader scenario
Dave Reid, a criminal justice instructor at WCTC,
walked me through the first
of several scenarios that
involved coming home to
find an intruder in the basement behind the bar, who
upon seeing me arms himself with a hammer and
comes charging in my direction. Reid asks: What would
you do? How big is he? What
kind of injury can he cause?
Do I have my cellphone? Am
I armed? Can I dial my cellphone with my non-dominant hand if I have my gun
in my right hand?
His questions illustrated
how much thought must
occur in seconds or minutes
when responding to a developing scenario. The best
Katherine Michalets/Freeman Staff
way to be prepared is to
Brian Dorow, dean of Criminal Justice, Homeland Secuhave diverse and strong
rity and Counter Terrorism at Waukesha County Technitraining.

cal College, operates a robot used during law enforceSee INTERACT, PAGE 7A ment training in the interactive street scene.
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The interactive street scene at WCTC includes police vehicles,
sound, programmable lighting and a realistic background of a residential neighborhood.
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Dave Reid, a criminal justice instructor at WCTC, highlights what to
look for during a home invasion scenario.
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Dorow said it’s a proven
fact that people fall back on
their training when they
are put into a stressful situation.
I felt like I did a fairly
good job with the home
invader concept, saying I
would keep my eyes on him
and make sure there were
obstacles, such as furniture,
between he and I as I exited
the room. But when it came
to conducting a traffic stop
on a vehicle during which
the driver exits the vehicle
unarmed, followed by the
passenger who is armed
and opens fire, I was totally
at a loss on how to handle
it. The answer: unholster
my firearm as soon as the
driver exits the vehicle and
begin to back up to behind
my squad’s driver’s side
door so I have some additional protection, and then
call in reinforcement.
Instead, I was slow to lift
my firearm and began to
approach the vehicle. I
think I got “shot” about
four times by the armed
passenger.
Not all of the scenarios
involve weapons. One
includes
two
officers
approaching a parked car
with a man sleeping in the
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driver’s seat who does not training is huge in train- position of advantage when
follow officers’ directions ing,” Reid said.
responding to a scene.
and exits the vehicle and is
“The interactive street
At the interactive street
disoriented.
scene, students can put scene has endless possibiliwhat they learn from a text- ties (for training),” Dorow
Video versatility
book into practice and it said. “Because the threats
The video scenarios range allows them to make mis- against law enforcement
from 10 seconds long to 1 takes in training versus on are endless and we have to
be innovative and stay
minute and can be changed the job.
Dorow said he wants offi- ahead of that constant
depending on the training
situation. The equipment is cers who go through WCTC threat.”
also mobile, allowing for the to learn lifesaving tactics
and to be able to obtain a Email: kmichalets@conleynet.com
scenarios to be changed.
Students are recorded as
they go through the scenarios so they can be debriefed
and discuss what went well
and what should have been
handled differently.
“Based on my training
and experience, I have been
Hand Etched Artwork
hearing that scenario-based
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